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Panera bakery breakfast menu

And Jacobs Douwe included 16g ham, egg and cheese cheese Vanilla Cream Cold Brew: Two flavor options are made with vanilla Madagascar vanilla almond cold brew, made with unsweetened almond milk. The chain has also started rolling out a new line of hot coffee -- a fresh light roast and dark roast. Light Roast is a mixture of central and South American beans with hints of
citrus, roasted nuts and chocolate. Dark Roast is a blend of Costa Rican and Colombian coffee beans that gives this slightly sweet coffee a rich, mellow finish. Panera said the new coffee blends will be in an entirely new coffee station nationwide by late summer, with current Hazelnut and Decaf offerings. Panera also revamped its bakery line, offering 10 new items including
cheese and cherry britney, almond and chocolate croissants, cinnamon crunch, blueberries and orange scones, a cocoa and creme cookie, brownie and a vanilla cinnamon roll. Our focus on breakfast is not just about an item or category - it's about viewing the market and bridging a gap for guests. People are compromising between convenience and quality in the morning and we
know that a problem can help solve Panera, Panera CEO Blaine Hurst said in a statement. Craveable, clean, high-quality menu options are made easily accessible by digital and channel access which has pushed our lunch business forward.  Now we're taking that powerful combination for breakfast, giving our guest what they want, when and where they want it. Wegiel told CNBC
the menu change could unlock catering opportunities. To put it simply, more menu items will fight breakfast fatigue for loyal customers. This is essentially the heart of the strategy. Breakfast becomes the most loyalty-inspiring daypart in limited service. Reason being guests make it a part of their routine and stick to a brand they believe. Between Starbucks, Dunkin', McDonald's and
Taco Bell, among others, it's a race for brand affinity. They all differ, though, what they court is. Whether it's speed, quality, variety, or something outside the box. Can Panera deliver it all? all?
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